
#

24

Captain

NO

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5080 206 4.58 1.66 29 3/8 9 5/8 31.5 7.11 4.26 118 14

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Athletic Ability, Play Speed, Mental Processing, Play Strength, Vision/Create, Burst, 

Finish/Yards after Contact, Ball Security, Passing Game

WORST

RB

Offensive systems that employ Toss/Power/Counter/Gap; OZ/Space/IZ Run Schemes, Play 

Action Pass/Bootleg, Scat/Shoot/Swing releasing RBs, Draws and Screens.

2014 - No Injuries; 2015 - Concussion (WK12); 2016 - No Injuries;

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

3rd year RB. The 2015 NFL rushing leader for TDs. Named to the Pro Bowl twice, in 2015 and in 2016. Used by

OC Kyle Shanahan as a rotating, early downs back from the pistol and gun formations, in both Zone/Space and

Power/Counter/Gap Run Schemes. Has only missed one game due to injury, which was due to a concussion

during week 12 in 2015. Adequate height, solid weight, thick, sturdy muscular frame, with adequate arm length,

and good hand size. Very good athletic ability, executing with very good quickness, agility, balance, COD, long

speed and elite explosiveness. Intelligent player with elite mental processing, displaying patience and an

excellent understanding of both Gap and Zone schemes by identifying alignments pre-snap, diagnosing the

defense post-snap movements and adjusting his run on Inside Zone and Stretch plays, making excellent cut back

runs on inside zone, taking great open field angles to maximize yards on outside zone stretch plays, using very

good foot speed to avoid and run away from defenders. Executes with elite play speed, incorporating elite vision

to identify gaps and holes, elite ability to create by reacting quickly to blocks, elite ability to burst and accelerate

through POA, using his elite explosiveness ability to blast through tight creases between the tackles, driving his

legs through contact to an elite ability to generate yards after contact, while maintaining very good ball security.

Elite ability to generate yards after he gets to the perimeter or the 2nd level, where he can go the length of the

field. Runs with elite play strength, a low center of gravity, strong lower half which allows him to break tackles

one-on-one when defenders don't wrap and drive, finishing with an elite ability to gain yards after contact. Very

good competitive toughness, who is consistently playing with intensity, focus, and aggressiveness, demonstrated

by his productive effort when he was used in goal-line, short yardage situations. Displays good aptitude in the

passing game as a reliable check down target, by creating separation on short crossing routes, routes into the

flats, breaking out along the LOS on swing routes with shoulders square so as to be in position to quickly run up-

field. Good hands catching the ball away from his frame, with good ability to adjust to the low and outside balls

on the move, over the middle, with impending contact with a quick transition to run up-field once the catch is

made and gain positive YACs. Given that he was used mostly as an early downs back, in a run heavy play action

pass offense, if he was not carrying the ball, he was faking IZ or OZ. Instead of asking him to account for a LB in

pass protection, he would swing out of the backfield, whereby he would get the pass, if that LB fired. The few

opportunities that he engaged with a defender in pass pro, he demonstrated an adequate ability to hold his

ground vs the rusher, being driven back into the QB, due to poor anchor technique. Overall, an early downs,

smart, athletic, explosive RB, in a run heavy offense, executing equally well whether it is within the Zone/Space

Run Scheme, or, in the Power/Counter/Gap Run Scheme; good check down, scat releasing receiver, who can take

it the length once he gets to the perimeter or the 2nd level. Struggles with pass protection.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

47
Games Started

29
Games Won

Blocking

PROJECTION
Overall, an early downs, smart, athletic, explosive RB, in a run heavy offense, executing 

equally well whether it is within the Zone/Space Run Scheme, or, in the 

Power/Counter/Gap Run Scheme; good check down, scat releasing receiver, who can take it 

the length once he gets to the perimeter or the 2nd level. Struggles with pass protection.

2016: at OAK 09/18, at DEN 10/09, at TB 11/03, vs ARI 11/27, vs SF 12/18

25
Winning %

53%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2016 -- 227 Car - 1,079 Yards - 4.8 Yards/Car - 54 - Rec - 462 Yards - 8.6 Yards/Rec - 13 TDs 

Career -- 557 Car - 2,383 Yards - 4.3 Yards/Car - 157 - Rec - 1,265 Yards - 8.1 Yards/Rec - 29 

TDs 2× Pro Bowl (2015, 2016) -- Second-team All-Pro (2015) -- NFL Rushing 

Touchdowns Leader (2015)

Atlanta Falcons 14-4th-ATL 

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Florida State (FLST) 

Prospect (Last, First)

Freeman, Devonta

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

RB
DOB (Age)

03-15-92 (25)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Karabatsos, Ted

TEAM


